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Easter at SOUZU...SO Easy
Effortless style and endless quality, all things to enjoy in abundance at SOUZU

this Easter. Simply relax and enjoy our special collection that will leave your
children skipping, jumping and a-hopping.

Save
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HOP ALONG

Single Price, Twice The Comfort

Bold, fun and super soft, this organic
cotton Toby Tiger bunny sleepsuit will
be as kind to your wallet as it will be to
your child's skin with two included in
one pack...get hopping!

CLEAN DONE

Freshen Up!

We can't all bathe in the meadow dew,
sadly. Lucky we've got the Bunny on
Flower Wash Bag from Catseye. This
robust rabbit is pretty and practical,
with PVC sides to keep the soaps from
splashes.

OPEN!

The Gateway To Magic

Open this pink fair door from
Fairydoorz and enter a world of Easter
magic...each door comes with
matching fairy dust, a FREE fairy
scene and FREE fixers. (Bunnies not
included!)

Natter, Natter...
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CHAT

This Bashful Biege Bunny from Jellycat
is looking for friends to share secrets
and ideas with, and is a great listening
with his soft, nuzzly ears. And the thing
is, at under £8, talk is cheap!

EGGXELLENT

So Much To Do, So Little Time!

We've been busy sourcing a range of fun
activites for you and your children this
Easter, simply click below for links to ideas,
recipes and days out. Eggtasy!
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